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GROHE Kitchen

Filtered, chilled and sparkling, our water 
systems deliver ready-to-drink water from 
the convenience of your kitchen faucet.

Intuitive technologies, functional enhancements as well as 
outstanding design. We are continuously working to enhance 
the level of innovation in our products. 
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The GROHE kitchen range has been developed from the consumer‘s point of 
view, with a focus on practicality, problem solving and advanced functionality. 
We offer simple and individual solutions that fit perfectly in even the most difficult 
installations – for greater comfort and flexibility, each and every day.
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GROHE Kitchen

GROHE BLUE® 
CHILLED & SPARKLING
Ultimate refreshment from your kitchen faucet
Still, lightly sparkling or full sparkling water? GROHE Blue® Chilled 
& Sparkling combines the modern look of a designer faucet with a 
high-performance filter, cooler and carbonator – and is as easy to 
use as an ordinary kitchen faucet. The right handle on the faucet is 
used to mix hot and cold tap water as usual. The left handle with 
integrated colored LED display regulates the carbonic acid content 
of the filtered and chilled water.

The carbonator adds especially fine bubbles of carbonic acid to the 
filtered and chilled water to produce lightly sparkling or sparkling 
water according to taste.

31 251 001 I 31 251 DC1
GROHE Blue®

BLUE
STILL WATER

TURQUOISE
MEDIUM SPARKLING WATER

GREEN
FULL SPARKLING WATER
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GROHE BLUE® 
PURE
The natural taste of still water from your faucet
GROHE Blue® Pure is the alternative for purified, still water straight 
from your kitchen faucet. The unique GROHE Blue® filter technology 
turns ordinary tap water into fresh tasting water, removing all of the 
substances that can impair its taste.

Featuring a GROHE StarLight® chrome finish, the faucet has 
separate internal waterways – one for filtered water and the other for 
unfiltered water. GROHE Blue® filter cartridge is available in a variety 
of sizes and can purify up to 3000 liters (800 gallons) of water. It 
delivers a pure, refreshing taste experience with no aftertaste of 
heavy metals, limescale or chlorine.

BLUE
STILL WATER



GROHE Kitchen

Innovative, easy-to-use and immensely practical, the 
advantages of GROHE’s Touch faucets are obvious. Inside 
GROHE’s elegant design is the latest technology to keep your 
kitchen clean all day long. Touch anywhere on the spout once 
with your wrist or forearm and cool water springs from the 
faucet. Touch again and it stops. No hand prints or greasy 
marks on the handle.

The benefits in a busy kitchen are both practical and visual. 
Leaving the faucet’s sparkling surface free of marks, this 
light-touch control prevents cross-contamination in your 
kitchen caused by germs and bacteria on the handle. It also 
reduces the burden of cleaning. You can cook up a storm and 
start and stop the flow of water as often as you like without 
leaving a trace on your faucet.

Safety is paramount, especially if you have little ones in 
the kitchen. That’s why the Touch function is available with 
cold water, so there is no risk of scalding. Prefer warm 
water? Simply upgrade with our Grohtherm® Micro, a small 
thermostat fitted under the sink that delivers the perfect 
temperature every time, with no danger of scalding.

GROHE TOUCH
TECHNOLOGY

Simple activation / deactivation 
of the waterflow by touch.

Manual control
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GROHE
LADYLUX³ CAFÉ TOUCH
Love at first touch
Elegant, functional and ergonomic, Ladylux³ Café is the 
natural choice for today’s hard-working kitchen. And now it 
is available with even more ingenious technology with the 
introduction of the Ladylux³ Café Touch.

Turn the water flow on and off with just a touch to the spout 
with your wrist or forearm. No more finger prints to clean and 
no fear of cross contamination. The sleek design with a wide 
swivel spout remains unchanged, but the immaculate finish 
will stay cleaner, for longer. Choose your Touch function in a 
cold water-version or upgrade with an under-sink Grohtherm® 
Micro thermostat for perfectly controlled warm water and no 
danger of scalding.

30 205 000 I 30 205 DC0
Electronic single Handle
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GROHE
MINTA™ TOUCH
Simple – sensual – moving
GROHE’s successful kitchen range Minta™ takes another step 
with our latest innovation.

The GROHE Minta™ Touch comes with a small but distinctive 
difference: Enhanced with Touch technology, it instantly reacts 
to the slightest touch, enabling you to turn it on and off without 
leaving a mark on its surface. There is no need to use the handle 
if your hands are dirty from cooking. Just tap the faucet with the 
wrist or forearm for perfect control every time.

This practical, hygienic technology is seamlessly integrated, 
meaning Minta™ retains the same gorgeous good looks as 
before. It’s available as a pull-down faucet with a curved 
C-shaped swivel spout or a pull-out faucet with a striking 
L-shaped swivel spout—the choice is in your hands.

31 359 000 I 31 359 DC0
Pull-down

31 218 000 I 31 218 DC0
Pull out

Minta™ Touch has been approved and 
recommended for use by the elderly and 
those with physical disabilities. It has been 
tested and rated “good” by the Institute for 
Gerontotechnik for Barrier Free Building, 
due to its one-touch operating technology 
and ergonomic design.
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GROHE
K7®

With the GROHE K7®, we are redefining the focal point  
of your kitchen.
In the kitchen, a lot depends on skill and timing. Professional 
chefs know this better than anyone. That is why K7® has been 
developed with the input from chefs in professional kitchens 
and geared to the needs of home chefs.

Design and functionality in perfect harmony.
With the minimalist design idiom of GROHE K7®, designer 
Paul Flowers has accentuated the aesthetics of high-end, 
purist kitchens and combined perfect beauty with perfect 
function. GROHE K7® is so functional that you can devote 
your full attention to what you are doing. The professional 
spray can be pulled out, turned and swivelled 360° and 
operated with one hand. Furthermore, you can switch back 
and forth between the spray and mousseur without having  
to turn off the water.

31 380 000 I 31 380 DC0
Semi-pro faucet

32 951 000 I 32 951 DC0
Semi-pro faucet
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GROHE
EUROCUBE® NEW

Geometric Styling Meets Superior Functionality
GROHE Eurocube® is a kitchen centerpiece that exudes architectural 
appeal with cutting-edge, geometric styling and pristine quality.

Eurocube® semi-pro faucet with a pull-out spray head was designed 
as a professional tool for cooks who enjoy comfort and convenience 
in the kitchen. Mounted on a spring hose with 360° movement, the 
toggle spray function allows for seamless switching back and forth 
between regular water flow and spray without turning off the water, 
offering ultimate flexibility and a truly professional performance. 
Developed in response to the rising number of home chefs who 
prefer commercial-grade function, this new semi-professional faucet 
features a striking appearance in addition to its superior features.

Eurocube® also features two of GROHE’s trademark technologies. 
GROHE SilkMove® ensures smooth and precise control of the water 
flow, while GROHE StarLight® finish provides a scratch and tarnish-
resistant surface for a lifetime of beauty.

31 401 000 I 31 401 DC0
Semi-pro faucet

NEW
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GROHE
CONCETTO
Consistently cylindrical
Concetto combines stylish minimalist design with superior 
ergonomics. Consisting of a series of cylinders, an arched or 
medium height spout rises elegantly from the sink. Its purist 
beauty is highlighted by the high-gloss GROHE StarLight® 
chrome finish, which repels dirt and prevents tarnishing. 
GROHE SilkMove® technology enables fingertip control of 
water flow and temperature. And all with an unbeatable price 
performance ratio.

Available April 2016 NEW

Coordinated prep sink faucet expands the Concetto range to 
offer a complete design solution.

32 665 001 I 32 665 DC1
Dual spray pull-down
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GROHE
CONCETTO PULL-OUT NEW

A visual feast for the eyes
Uniting simple geometric forms for a vibrant, clean and 
contemporary design, GROHE Concetto Pull-Out features a solid 
metal, pull-out locking dual spray control that easily switches back 
and forth between regular flow and spray. An adjustable flow rate 
limiter ensures the potential for maximum environmental efficiency, 
while the EasyDock system guarantees easy retraction and smooth 
docking for the pull-out spray head, every time. Integrated GROHE 
SilkMove® technology makes one-finger control of both water 
temperature and volume effortless, even with wet hands.

With a dynamic design and superior ergonomics, Concetto Pull-Out 
creates a fresh, modern look that will add a contemporary touch to 
your kitchen.

NEW

31 453 001 I 31 453 DC1
Dual spray pull-out
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Elegance and harmony combined
Ladylux³ Café combines contemporary design and maximum 
functionality with proven reliability for rigorous everyday use. The 
body flows elegantly into the wide swivel spout – a classic example 
of the GROHE design aesthetic – and now comes with an improved 
mechanism for retracting the pull-down spray.

The Ladylux³ Café mixer with pull-down spray has been completely 
redesigned with a cleaner spray design and a new dual control 
button with locking feature, making switching between spray 
modes effortless. Ladylux³ Café comes in two high-quality finishes: 
our high-gloss GROHE StarLight® chrome or the durable GROHE 
RealSteel® with anti-bacterial properties. Whichever you choose, 
GROHE SilkMove® will ensure long-lasting, smooth movement. 
GROHE SpeedClean® lets you remove limescale from the nozzle 
with a single wipe.

GROHE
LADYLUX³ CAFÉ

32 298 001 I 32 298 DC1 I 32 298 SD1
Dual spray pull-down
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GROHE
LADYLUX® PRO
Heritage design meets modern functionality
Ladylux® combines contemporary design and maximum 
functionality with proven reliability for rigorous use. The body 
flows elegantly into the wide swivel spout, offering distinctive 
design alongside everyday practicality.

Ladylux® comes in two high-quality finishes: our high-gloss 
GROHE StarLight® chrome or the durable GROHE RealSteel® 
with anti-bacterial properties. Whichever you choose, GROHE 
SilkMove® will ensure long-lasting smooth movement. GROHE 
SpeedClean® lets you remove limescale from the nozzle with a 
single wipe.

32 245 SD0
Dual spray pull-down
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GROHE
ESSENCE NEW

Cosmopolitan design
Clean lines and cylindrical modern design make GROHE Essence 
the natural choice for today’s cosmopolitan kitchen. The extended 
comfort spout height embodies minimalist beauty in its purist 
form, while the pull-out dual spray with toggle function allows 
for seamless switching between spray and regular water flow. In 
addition, the forward-rotating lever handle eliminates backsplash 
interference. The new 28mm cartridge allows for a sleeker, more 
refined body, while the integrated temperature limiter can be 
individually set to the desired maximum water temperature to 
prevent scalding.

Encompassing minimalist beauty in its purist form, GROHE 
Essence is understated elegance with refined innovation.

NEW

30 271 000 I 30 271 DC0
Dual spray pull-out
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The timeless classic: modern, attractive and versatile
GROHE Minta™ is available with a choice of three striking spout 
versions that blend harmoniously into the modern kitchen 
aesthetic. Reminiscent of the graphic forms of the letters C, U 
and L, they feature a tubular swivel spout and pull-out mousseur 
or pull-out spray, while the comfortable height of the spout 
makes it easier to fill tall pots.

The elegant operating handle ensures easy and precise operation 
thanks to GROHE SilkMove® technology. GROHE StarLight® 
technology guarantees a long-lasting shine to the chrome finish. 
Users will particularly enjoy the ease with which water savings 
can be made using the patented GROHE EcoJoy™.

GROHE
MINTA™

32 319 000 I 32 319 DC0
Pull-down (U Spout)
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GROHE
BRIDGEFORD®

Traditional styling with contemporary performance
For those who surround themselves with the comfort of a 
simpler time, Bridgeford® completes a traditionally styled 
kitchen without sacrificing 21st century performance. 
Old-world detailing is perfected on the Bridgeford® bridge 
and bar faucets, while the pull-down dual-spray model 
brings modern functionality to a Victorian-styled kitchen. 
Bridgeford® kitchen faucets feature GROHE SilkMove® 
technology for effortless water control and are available 
in GROHE’s durable oil rubbed bronze finish and striking 
GROHE StarLight® chrome.

Available April 2016 NEW

Bridgeford® will comprise a refined, more traditionally-styled 
spray head and will be offered in the attractive SuperSteel 
InfinityFinish™.

NEW

33 870 002 I 33 870 DC2 I 33 870 ZB2
Dual spray pull-down
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Inspired by the simplicity of nature
Inspired by the simplicity of nature and the elegance of classical 
forms, the new GROHE Parkfield® faucet offers users a tactile 
experience with a rounded handle and curved body, beautifully 
highlighted by both the GROHE StarLight® chrome and SuperSteel 
finish options. Ease of use is at the heart of Parkfield®, with a 
pull-out spray with locking feature that lets you switch easily 
between two spray modes, perfect for rinsing the sink or washing 
vegetables. The faucet also incorporates GROHE‘s SpeedClean® 
nozzle, which lets users remove limescale with a single swipe of 
the finger. Parkfield‘s® mix of comfort, flexibility and perfect control 
not only makes preparing food easy, but cleaning up afterwards is 
a breeze, too.

Available April 2016 NEW

Coordinated prep sink faucet expands the Parkfield® range to offer 
a complete design solution.

GROHE
PARKFIELD®

30 213 000 I 30 213 DC0 I 30 213 ZB0
Dual spray pull-down
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The perfect entry-level faucet from GROHE
The new Eurosmart® Cosmopolitan collection of kitchen faucets 
combines the clean, geometric lines of modern architecture with 
durable technology. The line offers an impressive balance of 
modern aesthetics and excellent ergonomics. The swivel spout is 
convenient and easy to use – the ideal complement to any sink.

Proven technologies such as GROHE SilkMove® for precise and 
smooth control and the high-gloss GROHE StarLight® chrome 
finish ensure flawless functionality and appearance, even 
after many years of use. The GROHE EcoJoy™ version of the 
Eurosmart® Cosmopolitan kitchen faucet effortlessly saves water 
and energy, by reducing the maximum flow rate to 1.75 gallons per 
minute – although it will feel like much more. This technology and 
design also offers an unbeatable price/performance ratio.

GROHE
EUROSMART® COSMOPOLITAN

31 122 000
Kitchen centerset with swivel spout
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GROHE
EURODISC® COSMOPOLITAN
Leaves no wish unfulfilled
Eurodisc® Cosmopolitan was developed for discerning 
individuals, who appreciate the attention to detail and nuances. 
The high-gloss chrome finish elegantly emphasizes the tapered 
edges. You can expect the same perfection in the functionality of 
the faucet as in its form.

Eurodisc® Cosmopolitan offers a streamlined modern design, 
durable solid brass body and dual-spray control that allows for 
easy switching from regular water flow to spray. Cleanup is a 
breeze thanks to our SpeedClean® anti-lime system, which keeps 
the spray function like new. 

33 330 002
Dual spray pull-out
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A kitchen faucet needs to be resistant, durable, functional as well as beautiful. GROHE‘s SuperSteel surface 
delivers. In fact, the innovative PVD coating is ten times more scratch-resistant than chrome. The silk-matte 
stainless steel surface not only looks unbelievably good, but also demonstrates its durability in daily use. 
Fingerprints on the surface? Not here. And nowhere on the surface for microbes and bacteria to lurk either, 
which greatly reduces the microbial count. So the surface of the faucet stays hygienically clean, day after day.

GROHE SUPERSTEEL INFINITYFINISH™

SUPER LOOKS – SUPER RESISTANCE

32 178 DC0
K7® dual spray pull-out

31 251 DC0
GROHE Blue®

32 298 SD1
Ladylux³ Café dual spray pull-down

31 453 DC1
Concetto dual spray pull-out

30 213 DC0
Parkfield® dual spray pull-down

32 951 DC0
K7® semi-pro faucet
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Have you found the faucet you want, but need more detailed 
information? You can look up your favorite products on our website. 
At www.grohe.com/us, you will also find the answers to questions 
about where you can view, test or purchase the products.

Our videos give you advice for mounting our products, answer 
technical questions as well as explain our unique technologies. 
Visit www.YouTube.com/GroheAmerica to learn more.

GROHE ONLINE
DIGITAL ANSWERS TO YOUR QUESTIONS

INSTALLATION &
PRODUCT VIDEOS
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